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Punch (Korean Drama), episode 11, EngSub - Kissasian.n Genre: legal, melodrama, melodrama, thriller. Duration: 59 minutes. Main Cast: Park Jin-ji, Shini (Ra), Lee Ah-joon, Yoo Min-jin, Park Kyung-hyuk, Yoon So-young, Lee Min-hyun, Jung Hee-young, Sang Baek Kim. On January 4 this year, SBS viewers could watch the
murder of a talented scientist. He worked on the creation of a new type of weapon, but ran into prohibitions. Weapons will never use firearms as they are unpredictable and can kill a person. Kim Shin-joo was a fan of science fiction and dreamed of creating a mega-cool weapon that would influence the world and
change the fate of people. Without waiting for the next birthday, Kim Shung-ju decided to commit suicide. Knowing that his mother was right and he had no right to break the law and that he would have to answer for what he had done, he decided that he was not capable of committing a crime and evading punishment.
After this period, he tried to commit suicide more than once, and as a result, Kim She-wan waited for his last birthday and, by coincidence, did not die, but remained alive and decided to find out from his mother why he committed the crime and whether he could live another day . The answer was the most shocking.
What did ordinary people do, what problems did they face, what scenarios did they encounter? The heroes of the series were looking for answers to these questions. The series consists of two seasons. Series produced by Dal Seiler Studios, translation: "Justice". May every day be Victory Day for you! Dogon (K-PopMO)
(Android, K-POP) is a Korean music and reality show where members compete to be the Jin of the New Year. Therefore, the chosen participant dances in heeled shoes under the star rays. FUNAVIA (Kanji Pick Drama) (J-Power) is a female drama released in 2006. The plot will unfold around the sister and mother of the

heroine. The mother loves her daughter very much, but she, in turn, does not appreciate the mother. After all, she lives in a huge city where millions work.The girl is not going to go to her native area, because people work there for a penny and still need to help her mother, n
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